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Key Features

• **Backend:** Elasticsearch Cluster
  – Scalable Data Storage
  – Real-Time Queries
  – Date Histogram Facets

• **Server:** Java EE Application
  – Data Processing and Analysis
  – Server-Side Visualization Rendering

• **Client:** Web-Based JavaScript/HTML5
  – Visualizations (Static & Interactive)
  – Data Exchange via REST
Backend: Scalable Elastic Search Cluster
Client: Real-Time Dashboard

Big Marketing

VAST 2013 Mini-Challenge

The data under investigation spans a two-week period. Several sources of data and information are included in this web application in order to characterize what is happening on the network.

Network Topology

VAST CHALLENGE 2013

Network Architecture

Bullet Chart Widget: Network Situation (last hour)
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NetFlow Widget: Overall Traffic (last 12 hours)
Client: Bullet Chart Widget

- Customizable widget for representing single measures in real-time dashboard.
- Set thresholds and ranges to highlight
Further Visual Exploration Possibilities

- **Interactive Line Charts**
  - Exploration and correlation of different data sources

- **Pixel-Based Thumbnails**
  - Identification of time-series patterns

- **TreeMap**
  - Usage overview of ports or hosts

- **Graph Viewer**
  - Exploration of network connections

- **Hierarchical ClockMap**
  - Time-Series patterns clustered with SAX\(^1\)

- **Data Exploration Table**
  - Export raw data for further analysis

\(^1\) Symbolic Aggregate approXimation
Interactive Line Charts
Pixel-Based Thumbnails
Port TreeMap for Temporal Selection
IP TreeMap for Temporal Selection
Graph Viewer for Network Connections
Hierarchical ClockMap
Conclusions

• **Web-Based Visual Exploration Suite (VACS)**
  – Integration of a variety of different visualizations.

• **Limitations**
  – General approach not specific for VAST Challenge.
  – Not all challenge data incorporated.

• **Future Work**
  – Glyph-based representation for heterogeneous data.
  – Improve analytics to guide user to suspicious events.
Thank you very much for your attention!
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